The excessive activities of the serine proteinases neutrophil elastase and proteinase 3 are associated with tissue damage in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Reduced concentrations and/or inhibitory efficiency of the main circulating serine proteinase inhibitor ␣-1-antitrypsin result from point mutations in its gene. In addition, ␣-2-macroglobulin competes with ␣-1-antitrypsin for proteinases, and the ␣-2-macroglobulin-sequestered enzyme can retain its catalytic activity. We have studied how serine proteinases partition between these inhibitors and the effects of ␣-1-antitrypsin mutations on this partitioning. Subsequently, we have developed a three-dimensional reaction-diffusion model to describe events occurring in the lung interstitium when serine proteinases diffuse from the neutrophil azurophil granule following degranulation and subsequently bind to either ␣-1-antitrypsin or ␣-2-macroglobulin. We found that the proteinases remained uninhibited on the order of 0.1 s after release and diffused on the order of 10 m into the tissue before becoming sequestered. We have shown that proteinases sequestered to ␣-2-macroglobulin retain their proteolytic activity and that neutrophil elastase complexes with ␣-2-macroglobulin are able to degrade elastin. Although neutrophil elastase is implicated in the pathophysiology of emphysema, our results highlight a potentially important role for proteinase 3 because of its greater concentration in azurophil granules, its reduced association rate constant with all ␣-1-antitrypsin variants studied here, its greater diffusion distance, time spent uninhibited following degranulation, and its greater propensity to partition to ␣-2-macroglobulin where it retains proteolytic activity.
␣-1-antitrypsin; chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; reaction-diffusion model; enzyme kinetics; serine proteinase CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE (COPD) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide (40) and creates a significant economic burden (60) . Several pulmonary phenotypes have been recognized, including chronic bronchitis, which affects the large airways and is associated with chronic mucus hypersecretion (28a) , and emphysema, which is associated with destruction of alveolar walls and enlargement of airspaces distal to the terminal bronchioles (38) . Although the main risk factor for the development of COPD is cigarette smoking (10) , only around 20% of smokers develop clinically significant disease (49) , indicating that other environmental and genetic risk factors are important in the etiology. To date, deficiency of the serine proteinase inhibitor (serpin) ␣-1-antitrypsin (A1AT) is the only widely recognized genetic predisposition.
A1AT is secreted by hepatocytes (16) , enters the lungs primarily by passive diffusion, and inhibits neutrophil serine proteinases (NSPs) irreversibly with 1:1 stoichiometry. Circulating levels of A1AT are in the range of 20 -53 M in individuals with the normal (protease inhibitor MM, PiMM) genotype (5) . Over 100 naturally occurring genetic variants of A1AT have been described. The most common allele associated with marked deficiency of A1AT is the Z variant (glutamate 342 ¡ lysine), which is characterized by a reduction in A1AT quantity (ϳ20% of the serum level of the normal M variant), a reduction in inhibitory efficiency, and a tendency to form polymers that are retained in the synthesizing cell (24) . Pathological consequences then result from a reduction in circulating levels of A1AT, increasing the risk of developing early-onset emphysema (12) attributable to the reduced ability to control NSP activity in the tissues. Other variants described in this paper include the S (glutamate 264 ¡ valine), F (arginine 223 ¡ cysteine), and I (arginine 39 ¡ cysteine) variants, which have also been identified in subjects with lung disease although less commonly than the Z variant (2, 15) . Population and in vitro studies (7) suggest that, below a minimum serum A1AT threshold of 11 M, A1AT is markedly less able to protect the lungs from NSPs, leading to an increased risk of developing emphysema.
The NSP family includes neutrophil elastase (NE) and proteinase 3 (PR3), which have been shown directly to cause pathological changes consistent with emphysema in animal models (14, 26) . Although many studies to date have focused on the importance of NE in the proteinase/antiproteinase imbalance (45, 50) , there is increasing evidence that other NSPs such as PR3 may also play an important role (44) . PR3 is the most abundant serine proteinase in the neutrophil with each cell being estimated to store 3.0 and 1.1 pg of PR3 and NE, respectively (8) . In addition, inhibition of PR3 in the lungs is likely to be less efficient than for NE because PR3 is not inhibited by the locally produced chelonianin inhibitor, secretory leukoproteinase inhibitor (SLPI) (4) , and the remaining airway inhibitors A1AT and elafin bind to NE more readily than to PR3 (59) . The third NSP, cathepsin G, has not been shown to produce emphysema-like lesions in animal or in vitro studies to date and was therefore not included in the current study.
Previous studies of the proteinase/antiproteinase imbalance in COPD have not taken into account factors such as competitive binding when more than 1 NSP is released, when NSPs are released in varying amounts, and differences in the association rate constants for each NSP. Furthermore (at least in serum), a second inhibitor, ␣-2 macroglobulin (A2M) will also compete with A1AT for NSPs, and, at least for NE, the sequestered enzyme may retain its catalytic activity (52) . In this study, we have examined how the NSPs NE and PR3 partition between their inhibitors A1AT and A2M following degranulation and the effects of A1AT mutations on this partitioning. We have developed a three-dimensional reactiondiffusion model to describe events likely to occur in the lung interstitium and hence pertinent to the pathophysiology of emphysema. The model describes the diffusion of NE and PR3 from an azurophil granule following external degranulation and their subsequent inhibition by binding to either A2M or A1AT. The results highlight the importance of PR3 in the proteinase/antiproteinase imbalance in emphysema and increase our understanding of the mechanisms involved that may have implications for treatment of A1AT deficiency (A1ATD) (including the role of A1AT augmentation therapy) and usual COPD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subject selection. Subjects with A1ATD were identified from the United Kingdom national registry (based at Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, United Kingdom) and had their diagnosis confirmed by phenotyping and genotyping (Heredilab, Salt Lake City, UT). Healthy controls were partners of patients with A1ATD and had a normal PiMM A1AT phenotype. All subjects provided written informed consent, and ethical approval was obtained for all aspects of this study (South Birmingham Research Ethics Committee LREC 3359).
Sample collection. Venous blood was collected from all subjects and processed within 30 min of collection. Serum was obtained using Vacuette serum tubes (Greiner Bio-One, Stonehouse, United Kingdom), allowing clot formation. The tubes were centrifuged at 1,800 g for 10 min at room temperature, and serum was harvested and stored in multiple aliquots at Ϫ70°C until analysis to minimize freeze-thaw cycles.
Active site titration of enzymes. Pure PR3 (Merck, Feltham, United Kingdom; EC number 3.4.21.76) and pure NE (Athens Research and Technology, Athens, GA; EC number 3.4.21.37) were active site titrated against pure M variant A1AT (Athens Research and Technology), as described previously (44) .
Measurement of A1AT and A2M concentrations in serum samples. The A1AT concentration was measured in the serum samples using a locally developed ELISA, which has been described elsewhere (44) . The A2M concentrations of serum samples were determined using a commercially available A2M ELISA kit (Universal Biologicals, Cambridge, United Kingdom), according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Inhibition assays of NSPs with serum from various A1AT genotypes. Pure NE of predetermined activity was diluted in NE assay buffer (0.01 M Tris·HCl, 0.5 M NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, pH 8.6) to 1.5 M active enzyme. Serum samples from subjects with various A1AT genotypes were taken, and the A1AT concentration was measured by ELISA. Each serum sample was then diluted in NE assay buffer so that the concentration of A1AT was 1.5 M. Ten microliters of NE was added to a 96-well plate (Costar, Corning, NY) in triplicate sets, and increasing volumes of serum were then added to each set of wells. Each experimental set had an appropriate control containing no NE but containing all other components including diluted serum. All wells were made up to 110 l with NE assay buffer, and the plate was covered and incubated with gentle shaking at 37°C for 20 min to allow the NE to form complexes with the serum inhibitors. Residual activity was measured by adding 100 l of the NE-specific substrate Nsuccinyl-Ala-Ala-Ala-p-nitroanilide (SlaaapN; Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, United Kingdom) at a concentration of 1 mg/ml in NE assay buffer. The absorbance at 410 nm was read at 5-min intervals up to 60 min using a Biotek Synergy HT plate reader at 37°C. Average results were taken for all triplicates, and control values were subtracted. Inhibition slopes were constructed by plotting the percentage of remaining enzyme activity against the molar ratio of A1AT:NE, and each experiment was performed in triplicate.
NE inhibition assays were also performed using 150 l of the substrate N-Methoxysuccinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Val p-nitroanilide (MSaapvN; Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of 0.2 mg/ml in NSP assay buffer [50 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Igepal CA-630 (vol/vol)] For these experiments, NE was used at a lower concentration of 0.1 M because of the different kinetic parameters between the substrates (57) , and the serum samples were diluted accordingly.
PR3 inhibition assays were performed using a similar method with an active PR3 concentration of 1.5 M, and the serum samples were diluted accordingly. These experiments were performed in NSP assay buffer and used MSaapvN as the substrate, which is hydrolyzed by both NE and PR3.
Inhibition of NSPs with mixtures of pure A2M and pure A1AT. With the use of the values obtained from the A2M and A1AT ELISAs for serum samples, mixtures of pure A2M and pure M variant A1AT were created in the same concentrations as would be found in the serum samples. Inhibition assays of NSP activity were then performed as described above.
Inhibition assays of NSPs using elastin-fluorescein as the substrate. Pure NE or PR3 was diluted in elastin buffer (0.2 M Tris base, pH 8.8) to an active concentration of 1.5 M, and 20 l was added to an Eppendorf 1.5-ml tube (Eppendorf, Stevenage, United Kingdom). Serum or pure A1AT was diluted in elastin buffer so that the concentration of A1AT was 1.5 M, and increasing volumes of serum/A1AT were added to each Eppendorf tube. The total volume in each tube was made up to 300 l with elastin buffer, and the tubes were incubated for 20 min at 37°C to allow the NE or PR3 to form complexes with inhibitors. The control tube contained buffer alone. After incubation, 200 l of elastin-fluorescein (Elastin Products, Owensville, MO; purified from bovine neck ligament and labeled with fluorescein-isothiocyanate) was added, and the tubes were incubated on a blood tube rotator at 37°C for 20 h. The tubes were centrifuged, and 100 l of supernatant was taken and added to a 96-well plate; the absorbance was read at 495 nm in a Biotek Synergy HT plate reader. Control values were subtracted, and inhibition slopes were constructed by plotting the percentage of remaining enzyme activity against the molar ratio of A1AT to NE or PR3.
Treatment of serum with methylamine to inactivate A2M. To measure the second-order association rate constant (K ass) values for serum A1AT with NE or PR3, it was first necessary to inactivate A2M. This was achieved by treating the serum samples with 0.1 M methylamine (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, United Kingdom) for 10 min at 37°C (33) . The inactivation of A2M was confirmed indirectly by measuring NE and PR3 inhibition by serum samples with and without treatment with methylamine. The substrate used for these experiments was MSaapvN at 0.6 mg/ml in 0.1 M Hepes, pH 7.5, 9.5% dimethyl sulfoxide.
Measurement of Kass for A1AT variants and NE. Pure NE of predetermined activity was diluted to an active concentration of 100 nM with NSP assay buffer. Methylamine-treated serum samples of various A1AT genotypes were also diluted to an A1AT concentration of 100 nM, and these samples were titrated against NE to determine the percentage of active A1AT. Following this initial step, the timedependent measurements were performed by incubating equimolar amounts of NE and active A1AT (1 nM each) in a 1-ml polystyrene cuvette with a 1-cm path length at 23°C. Residual NE activity at 1-5 min was measured by the addition of 200 l of MSaapvN and measurement of the change in absorbance (410 nm) over 10 min using a spectrophotometer (Jasco V550). At each time point, the percentage of NE inhibition was determined. The K ass was calculated by plotting the inverse of NE activity at each time point vs. time. From the linear portion of the slope, the half time (t ½) of the reaction was calculated using the formula:
where c is the y-axis intercept and m is the gradient of the line. Kass was calculated using the following equation (34):
Measurement of K ass for A1AT variants and PR3. Pure PR3 of predetermined activity was diluted to an active concentration of 400 nM with NSP assay buffer. Methylamine-treated serum samples were also diluted to an A1AT concentration of 400 nM, and these samples were titrated against PR3 to determine the percentage of active A1AT. Following this initial step, the time-dependent measurements were performed by incubating equimolar amounts of PR3 and active A1AT (1 nM each) in a black opaque polypropylene low-binding plate (Sigma) at 23°C with a well volume of 150 l. Residual PR3 activity at 1-5 min was measured by adding 3 l of the PR3-specific Förster resonance energy transfer substrate Abz-VAD-norV-ADRQ-EDDnp (Alta Biosciences, Birmingham, United Kingdom) at a concentration of 1 mM (18) . The change in fluorescence (excitation 320 nm, emission 420 nm) was measured every 2 min for 20 min using a Biotek Synergy 2 Multi-Mode Microplate Reader. At each time point, the percentage of PR3 inhibition was determined. The K ass was calculated using the same method as that used for NE.
Development of a three-dimensional reaction-diffusion model. The model parameters included the diffusion of PR3 and NE from the azurophil granule following external degranulation and their subsequent binding reactions with inhibitors, modeled by a system of spherically symmetric reaction-diffusion equations and solved numerically by a finite difference method implemented in the software MATLAB version R2013a 8.1.0 (MathWorks; Matlab, Natick, MA). Reactions between NSPs and inhibitors were treated as irreversible mass action equations based on their respective K ass values:
where E is the enzyme (NSP) and S is the inhibitor. Although dissociation of the complex to form inactivated inhibitor may occur, the rate is not sufficient to significantly change the stoichiometry of inhibition or the quantity of inactivated inhibitor (28) . Therefore, these reactions based on K ass values are valid approximations. Kass values or A1AT concentrations for protease inhibitors MZ and SZ (PiMZ and PiSZ) sera were not determined in this study. However, we were able to model these variants by adjusting the model code such that the two A1AT variants in these heterozygous states were treated as separate entities. We assumed that 50% of the total A1AT concentrations in the PiMM, PiSS, and PiZZ homozygotes (see Table 1 ) contributed equivalent A1AT concentrations to PiMZ and PiSZ heterozygotes and that each A1AT variant had the same K ass value as in the homozygote (see Table 2 ). Therefore, values of 15.15 M for M A1AT, 7.2 M for S A1AT, and 2.15 M for Z A1AT were used, giving total A1AT concentrations of 17.3 M for PiMZ and 9.35 M for PiSZ.
Starting concentrations of PR3 and NE were taken as 13.4 mM (8) and 5.4 mM (22), respectively, and confined to a volume approximating the azurophil granule with radius 0.171 m and volume of 2.28 ϫ 10 Ϫ17 l, as published elsewhere (22) . A1AT serum concentrations for each variant were calculated as described above, and an A2M concentration of 3 M was used as published previously (6) and confirmed by measured values in this study. Association rate constants of A2M with NE and PR3 were given as 4.1 ϫ 10 7 M Ϫ1 /s and 1.1 ϫ 10 7 M Ϫ1 /s, respectively, as previously published (41, 54) .
Reaction-diffusion equations. Reaction-diffusion of NSPs were modeled via partial differential equations, as (4) with an analogous equation holding for [PR3].
The three-dimensional spherically symmetric Laplacian operator is given by:
The diffusion coefficients (D) for PR3, NE, A1AT, and A2M were estimated as 7. 
, where M is the molecular mass in g mol Ϫ1 . Diffusivity decreases with molecular mass but not much because D decreases with the inverse of the radius and therefore with the inverse of the cube root of molecular mass. Inhibitors were assumed to be present long before the release of the NSPs and hence spatially uniformly distributed initially. Reaction-diffusion of inhibitors was modeled by (6) with an analogous equation holding for [A2M]. Finally, NSP-inhibitor complexes were also assumed to diffuse, approximately at the same rate as free inhibitor, and therefore evolve as The system was solved on the domain 0.02 m Ͻ r Ͻ 50 m for a time period of 0 Ͻ t Ͻ 0.5 s, with no-flux (zero-derivative) boundary conditions at r ϭ 0, 50 m, the domain being chosen sufficiently large that the choice of condition at the outer boundary does not significantly affect the results. Initial conditions were taken as spatially uniform for inhibitor, zero for complex, and a smoothed step function of radius 0.171 m for enzyme boluses.
The equations were solved numerically via the Crank-Nicholson method (31) for the diffusion operator and first-order forward time difference for nonlinear reaction terms. The spatial and temporal discretizations of ␦r ϭ 0.01 m and ␦t ϭ 0.4 s were verified to be sufficiently small by testing the results against those calculated with finer spatial and temporal grids.
Calculation of R max, Tmax and partitioning. Maximum diffusion distances (Rmax) and maximum time free in solution (Tmax) were calculated from the resultant matrices generated by the MATLAB script, giving a change in NE and PR3 concentrations with respect to time and space (as presented in the surface plots, Fig. 7 ). R max was determined as the furthest radial distance from the center at which the concentration exceeded 10 Ϫ15 M. Tmax was determined as the latest time point at which the concentration at the center exceeded 10 Ϫ15 M. Rmax and Tmax can therefore be considered upper bounds.
Partitioning of NE and PR3 between A2M and A1AT was calculated using the final concentrations of the complexes at the end of the 0.5 s of simulated time, at which point all reactions were complete.
RESULTS
Active site titration of enzymes. Purified PR3 and NE were active site titrated against a pure M variant A1AT of known activity (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) and found to be 85% and 87% active, respectively. Active enzyme concentrations were used in all subsequent calculations.
A1AT and A2M concentrations in serum samples. Serum samples were taken from subjects with various A1AT genotypes, and the concentrations of A1AT are shown in Table 1 . Serum concentrations of A2M were measured and found to be similar regardless of A1AT genotype (2.8 Ϯ 0.1 M). Serum concentrations are within the range of previously published values (5, 6) .
Inhibition assays of NSPs with serum from various A1AT genotypes using low-molecular-weight substrates. When serum samples were used to inhibit the activities of NE or PR3 individually, initially the enzyme activity decreased linearly as the ratio of A1AT:proteinase approached 1:1, indicating that inhibition of enzyme activity by serum largely reflected the inhibitory capacity of A1AT ( Figs. 1 and 2) . However, when the A1AT in the serum samples was in a molar excess of the proteinase, residual proteinase activity was still observed, which was greater as the serum concentration of A1AT decreased relative to A2M. Figure 3 shows that altering the relative concentrations of pure A1AT and pure A2M produced a similar effect; reduced concentrations of A1AT relative to A2M resulted in greater residual proteinase activity even when the A1AT was in a molar excess of the proteinase. The results also demonstrate that pure A1AT alone is capable of completely inhibiting the activities of NSPs with 1:1 stoichiometry. These results demonstrate differences in partitioning of NSPs between their serum inhibitors depending on their relative local concentrations and support previously published data (52) suggesting that NE bound to A2M retains its proteolytic potential, at least toward low-molecular-weight substrates (as used in these experiments). The proteolytic potential of A2M: PR3 complexes has not been studied previously, but the results presented here demonstrate that A2M:PR3 complexes also retain proteolytic activity toward low-molecular-weight substrates. The results of the experiments using purified M variant A1AT and pure A2M in varying concentrations (Fig.  3) did not fully replicate the results from the experiments using serum (Fig. 1 ). This suggests that the concentrations of inhibitors does not solely account for the differences in partitioning of NSPs in serum samples containing mutant A1AT variants (see DISCUSSION) .
The inhibition assay of NE by PiZZ serum using SlaaapN as the substrate (Fig. 1) gave different results to those obtained with other serum samples. Although PiZZ serum initially inhibited NE activity, as the ratio of A1AT:NE increased and hence greater volumes of serum (containing A2M) were present, enhanced activity of NE was detected (above that observed with free NE alone). This effect was not observed when MSaapvN was used as the substrate (Fig. 2) . Again, this effect is likely to result from NE bound to A2M, and previous authors have reported enhanced activity of NE bound to A2M compared with free NE when using small-peptide substrates, which varies depending on the substrate used from little or no activation to 15-fold activation (52) .
The inactivation of A2M in serum by methylamine (Fig. 4 ) gave further confirmation that the persistent proteinase activity observed when the serum A1AT was in a molar excess of the proteinase was attributable to binding to A2M.
Inhibition assays of NSPs with serum or pure A1AT using elastin-fluorescein as the substrate. The activity of NE toward elastin could be fully inhibited by stoichiometric amounts of pure M variant A1AT (Fig. 5A) . However, when serum was used as the source of inhibitors (PiMM or PiZZ), NE activity against elastin was not completely inhibited even when A1AT was in a molar excess, suggesting that A2M:NE complexes are able to degrade elastin. However, the activity of PR3 against elastin (Fig. 5B) was completely inhibited by serum (PiMM and PiZZ) in the presence of a molar excess of A1AT, suggesting that PR3 complexes with A2M are less likely to play a role in the degradation of mature elastin.
Association rate constants for A1AT variants and NSPs. The second-order association rate constant (K ass ) values for different variants of A1AT with NE or PR3 are shown in Table 2 . The values calculated for NE are comparable to previous results, with the Z variant of A1AT having a K ass value, which is approximately half that of the M variant (34) , and the S variant of A1AT having a similar K ass value compared with the M variant (35) . For these experiments, it was not possible to use serum from PiFF or PiII homozygotes because no patients had been identified in the United Kingdom. Thus, PiFZ or PiIZ heterozygotes were selected because Z A1AT made a relatively small contribution to the overall concentration of A1AT, and studies have shown that A1AT from PiMZ heterozygotes has a similar K ass with NE to M A1AT alone (9) . Furthermore, the results presented here show that FZ A1AT has a K ass value with NE comparable to that obtained with the Z variant and are consistent with results published by Cook et al. (9), who used partially purified F variant A1AT. More recently, we have identified a PiFF homozygote in the United States and were able to confirm our K ass values reported in the current study for F variant A1AT (43) . The K ass values calculated in the present study demonstrate that IZ A1AT also had a reduced K ass with NE compared with M A1AT, consistent with a previous study demonstrating that purified I variant A1AT has a K ass value with NE comparable to that obtained with Z A1AT (27) .
For all A1AT variants studied here, the K ass with NE was greater than that with PR3. The normal M variant of A1AT has a K ass value for PR3, which is 10 times lower than that for NE, consistent with observations published elsewhere (41) . Association rate constants for PR3 and other A1AT variants have Fig. 3 . Inhibition of NE with mixtures of pure A2M and pure M variant A1AT in concentrations equivalent to those found in serum from various A1AT genotypes. Inhibition assays of NE using purified inhibitors in concentrations equivalent to those found in PiMM, PiFZ, and PiZZ sera, with SlaaapN as the substrate. The results show that altering the relative concentrations of pure A1AT and pure A2M produces a similar effect to that observed with serum samples, with the greatest residual NE activity being observed when inhibitors are used in proportions equivalent to PiZZ serum. The reduced concentration of A1AT relative to A2M (as found with mutant A1AT variants) results in greater residual NE activity when the A1AT is in a molar excess of NE, suggesting greater partitioning of NE to A2M where the enzyme remains active. Pure A1AT alone (square points) is capable of completely inhibiting NE activity. The SE is small and falls within the symbol.
not been published previously, but the results presented here suggest that mutants of A1AT have a similar K ass to the M variant. Therefore, the changes in concentration of A1AT in the mutant variants are more likely to influence binding of PR3 to A1AT than changes in association rate constants.
Development of a three-dimensional reaction-diffusion model.
Using the calculated K ass values and serum concentrations for each variant of A1AT along with published values for NE, PR3, and A2M concentrations (see MATERIALS AND METH-ODS), we were able to construct a three-dimensional reactiondiffusion model for the diffusion of NSPs from the azurophil granule following external degranulation and their subsequent inhibition by binding to either A2M or A1AT. The aim of our model was to describe events likely to be occurring in the lung interstitium, which is of particular relevance to the pathophysiology of emphysema.
The summary of the maximum diffusion distance (R max ) and maximum time free in solution (T max ) values for NSPs in the presence of different A1AT variants is shown in Fig. 6 , and surface plots (depicting diffusion from the azurophil granule in space and time) for NE and PR3 in the presence of either PiMM or PiZZ serum can be seen in Fig. 7 . The measures R max and T max are the distances or times at which the concentrations activity by PiMM or PiZZ sera or pure A1AT using elastin-fluorescein as the substrate. The results show that pure A1AT was able to completely inhibit NE activity against elastin-fluorescein. However, when serum was used as the source of inhibitors, NE activity against elastin was not completely inhibited even when A1AT was in a molar excess, suggesting that A2M:NE complexes are also able to degrade elastin. of the NSPs have fallen below the threshold concentration of 10 Ϫ15 M, as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. They can therefore be considered upper bounds.
In the presence of PiMM serum, both NE and PR3 are above the threshold concentration of 10 Ϫ15 M up to a maximum distance of 8.1 m and 22 m, respectively, from the center of the azurophil granule (Fig. 6A) , which is also visualized in Fig.  7 , A and B, for NE and PR3, respectively. With PiZZ serum, an increase in R max to 14.4 m for NE and to 27.1 m for PR3 is predicted. An increase in R max is predicted for one or both of the NSPs in all mutant A1AT variants (Fig. 6A) , with PR3 being free at a greater distance from the center than NE (Fig.  7) . The maximum time free in solution (T max ) of PR3 and NE for each of the A1AT variants is shown in Fig. 6B . The PiZZ genotype exhibits the greatest T max values for NE (0.138 s) and PR3 (0.480 s), and the PiMM genotype exhibits the lowest T max values (0.041 s for NE and 0.304 s for PR3).
The R max and T max values for PR3 are predominantly influenced by A1AT concentration because the K ass value of the A1AT:PR3 interaction is similar between A1AT variants (Table 2). However, with NE, differences in K ass are important in addition to A1AT concentrations. For example, PiFZ serum is associated with a concentration of A1AT within the normal range of PiMM serum (5) but has a reduced A1AT:NE K ass value. Therefore, in the presence of PiFZ serum, greater R max and T max values for NE are observed than with PiMM serum. Figure 7 represents diffusion from the azurophil granule in space and time for both NE (Fig. 7, A and C) and PR3 (Fig. 7,  B and D) , respectively, comparing the M variant (Fig. 7, A and  B) to the Z variant (Fig. 7, C and D) of A1AT. The results show that active PR3 diffuses to a greater distance from the azurophil granule and persists for longer than NE. In the presence of the Z variant of A1AT, there is increased activity of both NSPs (but particularly PR3) at greater distances from the azurophil granule. The presence of higher concentrations and increased time for activity in solution for both enzymes (especially PR3) will potentially allow greater proteolysis and therefore greater local tissue damage.
Partitioning of NSPs between their inhibitors. Complex formation through binding of NE or PR3 with the inhibitors A1AT or A2M was calculated from complex concentrations when the system had reached a steady state. The percentage partitioning of PR3 and NE between A2M and variants of A1AT is shown in Fig. 8 . This partitioning between A2M and A1AT is important, as NE and PR3 can remain active especially against small substrates when bound to A2M and therefore may continue to contribute to tissue damage until cleared.
In the presence of PiMM serum, released NE is mostly inhibited by A1AT with a small percentage bound to A2M, similar to results reported elsewhere (37 (Table 2) , the concentration of A1AT is ϳ10-fold higher (30.3 M against 3 M), resulting in a greater partitioning of NE toward A1AT. With PR3, the K ass value for A1AT:PR3 formation (9.24 ϫ 10 5 M Ϫ 1/s) is ϳ10-fold less than the K ass for A2M:PR3 formation (1.1 ϫ 10 7 M Ϫ 1/s) (41) , and this difference is greater than the difference in NE K ass values. Therefore, PR3 shows an increased partitioning toward A2M, potentially leaving a greater quantity of PR3 active (at least toward low-molecular-weight substrates) than NE.
In the presence of PiZZ serum, a significantly increased partitioning toward A2M is predicted for both NE and PR3. For NE, this is likely to reflect the reduction in K ass with the Z variant of A1AT (Table 2) as well as the reduced A1AT concentration. The K ass for PR3 and A1AT is similar between the M and Z variants and is lower than the K ass with NE. Following release, NSPs (but particularly NE) rapidly deplete free Z A1AT, leaving A2M to inhibit the remainder, and hence PR3 partitions more readily to A2M. A similar pattern is noticed with the other mutant A1AT variants but to a lesser extent because of their higher A1AT serum concentrations compared with the Z variant. This raises the possibility that increased partitioning toward A2M may be partially responsible for any increased tissue damage in these variant A1ATD individuals.
DISCUSSION
The model presented here has highlighted the complex proteinase-inhibitor interactions occurring in COPD and A1ATD, where more than one enzyme is released from the azurophil granules of activated neutrophils and the local inhibitors have different affinities for the enzymes. The results highlight a potentially important role for PR3 in the pathophysiology of emphysema because of its greater concentration in azurophil granules, its reduced K ass with A1AT variants, its greater diffusion distance and time spent uninhibited in solution following release, and its greater propensity to partition to A2M, where it retains proteolytic activity.
NSPs have been the best proven mediators to date replicating the pathological features of COPD and, in particular, emphysema. The interactions between NSPs and their endogenous inhibitors and substrates in vivo are complex and previously poorly understood. Our data provide further information on the potential radius of tissue damage by NSPs following external degranulation from azurophil granules and their partitioning between the major serum inhibitors A1AT and A2M, both of which are found in the lung. Although the size of A2M restricts its diffusion into the airways (and possibly the lung interstitium) in the absence of inflammation (46), partitioning of NSPs to A2M is of biological importance because formation of A2M:NSP complexes does not involve direct interaction with the active site of the enzyme. Our data have shown that A2M:NE complexes retain proteolytic potential, whereas A1AT:NE complexes do not (Fig. 3) . Indeed, active A2M:NE complexes have been implicated in the pathogenesis of emphysema in animal models (48) , the adult respiratory distress syndrome in humans (56) , and the degradation of cartilage matrix in rheumatoid arthritis (30) . Our data (Fig. 5 ) have shown that A2M:NE complexes are able to degrade elastin-fluorescein, and previous studies (29) have also shown that complexes of A2M with porcine pancreatic elastase (PPE) are capable of digesting chemically solubilized elastin. However, other studies have shown that NE complexes with A2M are unable to degrade mature elastin (21) although NE bound to A2M may be able to degrade the elastin precursor tropoelastin (13) , which is secreted into the extracellular space before formation of the cross linkages found in elastin (42) and hence could affect the repair process. Further work is therefore required to determine the presence and biological significance of active A2M:NE complexes with particular reference to emphysema.
The proteolytic activity of A2M:PR3 complexes has not been reported previously and may also have clinical relevance, . The plots show that active PR3 diffuses to a greater distance from the azurophil granule than NE and that both NE and PR3 activity would be above a threshold of 10 Ϫ15 M at greater distances in the presence of PiZZ serum compared with PiMM serum. This pattern is also observed in time, where active PR3 would be present for longer than NE, especially in the presence of PiZZ serum.
particularly because PR3 has a lower K ass than NE for all variants of A1AT studied here. Therefore, in situations where the local concentration of A1AT is inadequate to inhibit both proteinases, NE would be preferentially inhibited, and PR3 would be more likely to form a complex with A2M. Although A2M:PR3 complexes do not degrade elastin (Fig. 5B ), active A2M:PR3 complexes may have indirect consequences for tissue destruction because of their ability to activate proinflammatory cytokines (1) . In support of this, Korkmaz et al. (20) confirmed that NE was the main target of A1AT when identical molar amounts of A1AT and NSPs were present together, and PR3 was only inhibited once NE had been totally inhibited. The authors confirmed this for inhibitors present in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, and they found that PR3 (both free and bound to the neutrophil cell membrane) was the least inhibited NSP.
Our data from the model (Fig. 8) indicate that PR3 would partition more to A2M than NE, especially in the presence of mutant A1AT variants. However, some discrepancies are noted between the data obtained from the model and the in vitro data using serum samples (Fig. 2) in the presence of the F or I variants of A1AT. From the in vitro data, it appears that partitioning of NE to A2M increased in the presence of F or I variant A1AT, which is unlikely to be solely related to the local concentration of A1AT or its K ass because the partitioning is greater than that observed with PiZZ serum. In addition, partitioning of NE to A2M appears to be greater than the partitioning of PR3 to A2M in the presence of the F or I variants of A1AT. The exact reasons for these findings remain uncertain, but there are several possibilities. First, the A1AT:NE complexes formed by F or I variant A1AT could dissociate in the presence of A2M, resulting in the transfer of the enzyme from A1AT to A2M, as described by Ohlsson (36) using trypsin in dog serum and Meyer et al. (29) using PPE in the presence of the two inhibitors. Second, the F or I variant A1AT could be at least partly proteolytically inactivated by NE during the interaction, resulting in inactivated A1AT and free NE (which could then bind to A2M). Further studies into the function of F and I variants of A1AT and the stability of their complexes with NE are therefore necessary.
The inhibition assays using purified inhibitors in varying concentrations (Fig. 3) did not fully replicate the inhibition assays using serum samples (Fig. 1) . There are several potential reasons for this discrepancy. First, the experiments using purified inhibitors (Fig. 3) were performed to assess whether alterations in the relative concentrations of A1AT and A2M affected partitioning, and, for this reason, M variant A1AT was used. If purified mutant variants were to be used (such as Z, S, and F variants), further changes in partitioning could be observed due to differences in K ass with NE. Second, mutant variants of A1AT are susceptible to conformational transitions, which may further reduce the levels of functional proteinase inhibitor in vivo. For example, the formation of loop-sheet polymers reduces the antiproteinase capabilities of mutant variants of A1AT beyond that expected for the reduced concentration and K ass (11) . Other conformational transitions of mutant variants of A1AT, which may affect their antiproteinase function in vivo, include the formation of unstable intermediates, latent A1AT, or cleaved A1AT following its interaction with NSPs (25) . The presence of these conformations of A1AT in the serum samples would influence the partitioning of NSPs more toward binding to A2M.
The inhibition assay of NE by PiZZ serum using SlaaapN as the substrate (Fig. 1) showed enhanced activity of NE (above that observed with free NE alone), as greater volumes of serum (and hence A2M) were added. This phenomenon has been reported previously by Twumasi et al. (52) . They reported that the K m , which reflects the affinity of the enzyme for the substrate, was not affected by A2M despite the marked enhancement in the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme as measured by K cat . They hypothesized that the conformational change in A2M during entrapment of the enzyme uncovers a hydrophobic cavity, which, in conjunction with a positively charged group, orientates the substrate into a position that is more favorable for the enzyme. However, this enhancement of NE activity was not seen when MSaapvN was used as the substrate. The authors demonstrated that the degree of activation of NE bound to A2M varied depending on the synthetic peptide substrate used and varied from little or no activation to 15-fold activation. Interestingly, they also showed that the activity of PPE toward SlaaapN was inhibited by human A2M, thus highlighting species differences in enzyme inhibition and kinetics toward synthetic peptide substrates.
When one compared the results of the inhibition assays using low-molecular-weight substrates (Figs. 1 and 2 ) with those using elastin as the substrate (Fig. 5 ), it appears that A2M:NE complexes may be less active toward elastin than against low-molecular-weight peptide substrates. The residual activities of NE (which represent the activities of A2M:NE complexes because the A1AT was in a molar excess) were greater when peptide substrates were used compared with elastin. These findings are consistent with those reported elsewhere (30) and could possibly be due to a proportion of the complexes containing two molecules of NE, which would not allow simultaneous activity of these two NE molecules toward a macromolecular substrate such as elastin.
The results from the three-dimensional reaction-diffusion model (Fig. 7) show that NSPs are able to travel up to 27 m from the site of release. In the presence of the normal PiMM genotype, the NSPs are confined to a relatively small area of activity. However, in the presence of mutant A1AT variants, the R max increases and hence the radius at which NSPs are enzymatically active. This is consistent with the increased tissue destruction and early-onset emphysema observed in PiZZ homozygotes. The use of a radially symmetric model for NE diffusion has previously been tested experimentally (23) and shows high concordance with the current model. The authors demonstrated how degranulation of azurophil granules could significantly damage a substrate surface as a neutrophil passes across it even in the presence of inhibitors. This suggests that, if a neutrophil is close to or adherent to a surface, NSP release from an azurophil granule can cause significant tissue degradation, which would be amplified in the presence of mutant variants of A1AT. In addition, in the presence of infection or increased inflammation in the lung, an influx of neutrophils would result in a large amount of proteinase release, thereby depleting local inhibitors still further.
Our data (Fig. 6 ) suggest that R max and T max values for both NE and PR3 are influenced by the local A1AT concentration although K ass values are also important, especially when considering NE activity. This relationship between the radius of potential tissue destruction surrounding the azurophil granules and local A1AT concentration may have significance for one of the treatment methods for A1ATD. In A1ATD individuals, particularly those with the PiZZ phenotype, augmentation therapy with pooled human A1AT reduces the decline in lung density, as measured by CT scanning (47) . A serum A1AT concentration of 11 M has been deemed to be the "protective threshold" below which A1AT augmentation should be considered (51). In the current study, small but significantly increased R max values have also been determined for the PiIZ, PiFZ, PiMZ, and PiSS genotypes, which have serum A1AT concentrations above the 11 M threshold. Whether these increased R max values would be clinically significant enough to warrant augmentation therapy is not clear at present. However, importantly, it emphasizes that the potential radius of activity for PR3 exceeds that for NE, and, although A1AT augmentation therapy would beneficially limit activities of both enzymes adding maximum protection, the same would not be true for specific NE inhibitors.
Despite the novel data generated by the model presented here, there are some limitations that may have implications for any conclusions drawn for events taking place in vivo. First, this model has not considered the contribution of the chelonianin inhibitors produced locally in the lungs, SLPI (a reversible inhibitor of NE but not PR3) and elafin (a reversible inhibitor of NE and PR3). Because SLPI does not inhibit PR3 (4), incorporation of this inhibitor into the model may result in an even greater role for PR3 in the pathogenesis of COPD, especially in A1ATD. However, SLPI is predominantly present in the upper airways (55) and may play a less important role in the antiproteinase protection of the distal airways where emphysema occurs although SLPI has been identified in the lung interstitium associated with elastin (58) . Second, the model does not incorporate any elimination kinetics of A2M:NSP complexes from the system. Because NSPs remain active when bound to A2M, this may affect extracellular matrix degradation in the lung interstitium attributable to circulation of lymph. Third, the model does not consider any potential binding of NSPs to the neutrophil cell membrane. Membrane-bound NSPs remain catalytically active toward both synthetic peptide and high-molecular-weight biological substrates (8, 39) although this activity can be inhibited by stoichiometric amounts of A1AT (17, 19) . The quantity and affinity of cell membrane binding of NSPs remains unknown. However, the model assumes equal affinities of the degranulated NSPs for the cell membrane, which would retain the differential concentrations of the remaining NE and PR3. Finally, the model does not incorporate the third most common NSP, cathepsin G. Although this NSP does not produce emphysema-like lesions in animal and in vitro studies, it would provide a further competing target for A1AT. Importantly, however, the K ass value for cathepsin G and M variant A1AT is more than 100-fold lower than that of NE and about 10-fold lower than that of PR3 (3, 41) ; therefore, A1AT would be expected to bind cathepsin G only after the other NSPs have been inhibited. Likewise, the K ass value of the cathepsin G-A2M interaction is approximately 10-fold lower than that of the other NSPs (54), and, therefore, its inclusion in the model would be unlikely to affect the predictions reported for the other NSPs. These caveats highlight further areas of research required to gain a greater understanding of the complex proteinase/antiproteinase imbalance occurring in vivo, especially in subjects with emphysema with or without A1AT variants. An increased understanding of the pathogenesis may aid the future development of novel therapies for COPD in general and A1ATD in particular.
In conclusion, the results presented here have provided a greater insight into the proteinase-inhibitor interactions occurring in COPD and A1ATD. The data suggest that PR3 may be more important in the pathophysiology of COPD than previously considered because of the greater quantities stored in azurophil granules, its reduced K ass with A1AT variants, and greater potential radius of activity. In addition, when NSPs form complexes with A2M, they retain their activities, which may have direct (tissue destruction) or indirect (activation of proinflammatory cytokines) effects in vivo. Finally, local A1AT concentrations regulate NSP activities, which may have implications for A1AT augmentation therapy in A1ATD individuals.
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